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Based on the first-principles calculation, we propose a formalism to model stacking fault effects on
configurational energetics at the surface, which can be additional major factors governing surface phase stability
in alloys with the example of the close-packed surface of Pt-Re alloys. The Pt-Re alloys exhibit several stable
surface structures with stacking sequences different from the bulk for ground as well as random states. Stacking
sequences for stable surfaces significantly depend on surface composition, which is mainly due to the marked
coupling contribution between stacking and atomic configurations to the total energy. The proposed formalism
successfully confirms the importance of stacking fault effects on surface phase stability in alloys.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.024105 PACS number(s): 68.35.bd, 81.30.−t
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent progress in computational techniques has enabled
us to accurately predict a variety of properties of bulk
alloys based on density functional theory (DFT); however,
the situation becomes rather complicated for surfaces, since
atomic configuration and composition at the surface can
differ from those in bulk due to surface segregation. Surface
segregation was first proposed by Gibbs at the end of the
nineteenth century, and a surface sensitive experiment first
investigated this phenomenon around three decades ago.1,2
Today, surface phase stability, including the behavior of
surface segregation and structure on an atomic scale, has
become fundamentally and technologically important, and has
been actively investigated by a substantial amount of exper-
imental work since the resultant surface-specific structures
can exhibit outstanding characteristics, such as catalytic and
corrosion properties that cannot be achieved by the bulk.3–9
So far, surface phase stability has also been theoretically well
investigated based on DFT, and is believed to be well described
in terms of surface orientation, competition between atomic
ordering tendency and segregation, molecular adsorption, and
bulk composition.10–16
In this paper, we confirm another important factor, stacking
faults at the surface, which can make a major contribution
to describing surface phase stability. Surface structure is
generally described by the stacking of constituent planes
parallel to the surface and, geometrically, there can be stacking
sequences at the surface that are different from those of the
bulk, particularly for alloys. One of the most representative
examples is the close-packed surface of fcc-hcp binary alloys,
since fcc and hcp can be described by the similar stacking
sequences of ABCABC · · · and ABABAB · · ·, respectively.17
At the surface, there is naturally a great possibility that surface
structures with stacking sequences different from bulk (e.g.,
mixed stacking of fcc and hcp in this case) will become
ground states when surface segregation takes place. Stacking
faults at the surface have been commonly discussed for atomic
adsorption on the substrate surface.18,19 Although the stacking
fault effects on surface phase stability in configurational
energetics has been considered to play an important role, it has
not been quantitatively confirmed so far since they might have
complicated coupling effects between atomic configuration
and stacking sequences on total energy at the surface. In order
to demonstrate the effects of stacking faults, we investigated
phase stability for the close-packed surface of fcc-hcp, Pt-Re
binary alloys, based on first-principles calculation with DFT.
We will show that for ground states as well as random states,
surface structures with stacking faults can be more stable than
those with bulklike stacking, indicating that the inclusion of
stacking fault effects is fundamental for accurate description
of surface phase stability.
II. METHODOLOGY
In order to quantitatively describe how stacking faults affect
surface phase stability, we should know the dependence of
total energy for the surface in terms of possible atomic con-
figuration, composition, and stacking sequences. This requires
significant computational costs, which are typically far beyond
the practical application of first-principles calculations. So our
strategy was to combine the first-principles calculation with
variable-lattice cluster expansion (VLCE)20,21 developed by
the authors, which provides effective Hamiltonian including
the contribution from atomic configuration, composition, and
stacking sequences, which overcomes the above practical
difficulty. Within the VLCE ansatz, the configurational energy
E at the surface is given by Fig. 1.20 Here, expansion
coefficients V s are called effective cluster interactions (ECIs),
σi denotes the pseudospin variable to specify the occupation
of lattice site i [σi = +1 (−1) denotes Pt (Re) occupation], τ
denotes the pseudospin variable to specify stacking sequences
for surface layer  (τ = 0,+1,−1 denote A, B, C stacking),
and ρs are functions of τ. Open circles denote base lattice
points that can be occupied by constituent elements, and
open squares denote virtual lattice points specifying stacking
sequences. α and β represent clusters consisting of lattice
points on base and virtual lattices, respectively. In the present
system, we have two basis functions of ρs for the virtual lattice
point: ρ1 =
√
3/2τ and ρ2 = −
√
2(1 − 3τ 2/2).20 (L) in Fig. 1
specifies the set of index of the basis function ρ (i.e., 1 or 2):
For instance, a pair cluster on the virtual lattice has (L) of
(1,1), (1,2), (2,1), and (2,2) representing the basis index on
the constituent two lattice points. Summation in Fig. 1 is taken
over all possible independent contributions to E, which is
determined by the procedure in Ref. 21. The first term on the
right-hand side of Fig. 1 is independent of configuration as well
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Proposed formalism and concept to treat
possible composition, atomic configuration, and stacking sequences
for configurational energetics at close-packed surfaces. Open circles
denote lattice points that can be occupied by constituent elements,
and open squares denote “virtual” lattice points to specify stacking
sequence. Lattice points filled with red color represent contributions
to total energy E from each term in the equation.
as stackings. The second term corresponds to the contribution
from the composition at each layer , the third term from
atomic configuration, the fourth term from stacking sequences,
and the last term from coupling between atomic configuration
and stacking. Inclusion of the last two terms is required to
assess the stacking fault effects, which have been neglected
in previous first-principles-based theoretical approaches.13 As
schematically illustrated by open circles or squares filled
with red color in Fig. 1, each contribution is described in
terms of “clusters” composed of lattice points of close-packed
plane and/or those of “virtual” lattice points: The former
specifies atomic configuration and the latter specifies stacking
sequences. The values of ECIs are determined from a set of
first-principles calculations for surface slabs by employing
least-squares fitting to Fig. 1. The number of surface structures
is typically ∼100 to assess surface phase stability in alloys.
In the present system, however, a larger number of surface
structures is required since we assess multiple stacking
sequences simultaneously, while the previous approach is
confined to single stacking. We calculate the total energy
of 726 surface slabs with a variety of atomic configuration,
composition, and stacking sequences.22 In the present study,
we estimate the electronic contribution to the total energy,
and the vibrational contribution is neglected: The inclusion
of vibrational effects is out of our present scope. These
structures are iteratively obtained by VLCE and first-principles
calculations in order to accurately estimate ground states
and random states at high temperatures: Randomly selected
initial structures are used to obtain ECIs, then perform Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation to obtain low- and high-energy surface
structures different from the initial structures, which are added
to obtain modified ECIs, and then perform the same procedure
until the cross-validation (CV) score,23–25 which represents
the predictive accuracy of the ECIs, is minimized by a genetic
algorism26,27 and the energy for ground-state structures of
VLCE becomes consistent with the DFT result.28,29 Total
energies of the surface slabs are estimated by first-principles
calculation using the VASP code30,31 based on the projector-
augmented wave method32,33 within the generalized-gradient
approximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE)34 to
the exchange-correlation functional. The plane-wave cutoff
of 400 eV is used, and atomic positions are relaxed until
the residual forces become less than 0.01 eV/A˚. The lattice
parameter parallel to the surface is kept fixed at 2.80 A˚ for
p (1 × 1) unit cells of the surface in order to mimic the epitaxial
strain from bulk, where 2.80 A˚ is obtained through cluster
expansion of volume for bulk Pt75Re25 alloy at T ∼ 2000 K in
random states.35 The surface slabs have 17 A˚ vacuum thickness
and 11 layers, where the top five layers are treated as the
surface, and the slabs consist of up to 176 atoms (i.e., up to 16
atoms in each layer). We obtain 111 ECIs with a CV score of
0.1 meV/atom, which gives sufficient accuracy.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before discussing surface phase stability, it is fundamen-
tally important to investigate the magnitude of ECIs, which
gives insight into the individual contribution to energy at
the surface. Figure 2 shows the optimized ECIs from the
second to fifth terms in Fig. 1, clarifying which contribution
dominates the energy at the surface of Pt-Re alloys. Here,
ECIs for composition are uniquely specified by , those for
configuration by α, those for stacking by β and (L), and those
for coupling between configuration and stacking by α, β, and
(L) in Fig. 1, respectively.
It is clear that ECI for composition at the top layer (i.e.,
 = 1) has the dominant contribution with a negative value,
which is one order of magnitude larger than other ECIs. This
indicates that Pt atoms are expected to significantly segregate
to the topmost layer for the whole composition as well as
various stacking sequences. The other ECIs on the left- and
right-hand sides in Fig. 2 are in a similar magnitude, and
ECIs for coupling between configuration and stacking have
the largest number. Therefore, our theoretical approach based
































FIG. 2. (Color online) Contribution to the total energy at Pt-Re
surface from composition (left) and atomic configuration, stacking,
and coupling between configuration and stacking (right) in terms of
Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Surface mixing energy as a function
of surface Re composition at the top five layers when fcc and
hcp stackings are taken into account (left) and when all possible
stacking sequences are taken into account (right). Mixing energy of
ground-state surface structure with fcc, hcp, and mixed stackings is
represented by large open circles, triangles, and squares, respectively,
and that of other structures with fcc, hcp, and mixed stackings are
represented by red, blue, and green lines. Ground states for the surface
alloy are described by (a)–(d) and (i)–(iii). The solid and broken
curves denote surface mixing energy for ideally random states with
stackings that have lowest mixing energy for some composition range.
cannot be simply interpreted only by composition and atomic
configurations, and coupling contributions should therefore
play a significant role.
In order to assess which surface-ordered structure is formed
under given surface composition, the surface ground-state
diagram has been used powerfully13 where surface mixing
energy for possible structures is described in terms of surface
composition. We first show at the left-hand side of Fig. 3
the surface ground-state diagram of the Pt-Re alloy when
only fcc- and hcp-stackings are considered. This is the
“conventional” ground-state diagram that previous theoretical
studies referred to, where stacking fault effects are neglected.
Large open circles, triangles, and squares denote ground
states with fcc, hcp, and mixed stacking, and vertical red,
blue, and green lines denote other ordered structures with
fcc, hcp, and mixed stacking, respectively. Solid and broken
curves represent mixing energy for ideally random states with
stackings that can be most stable at some composition range.
The black lines connecting with the ground states denote the
ground-state line, where surface with composition xRe on the
line energetically favor phase separation into two neighboring
ground states. Note that surface mixing energy of ground states
of (a)–(d) and (i)–(iii) are obtained by ECIs, which are also
confirmed by DFT calculation within errors of the CV score,
0.1 meV/atom. The diagram in Fig. 3 for ordered structures
is obtained by MC simulation with up to 16 atoms at each
layer with 11 layers based on simulated annealing algorism
with gradually decreasing temperature from 104 to 0 K in
order to effectively sample possible atomic configurations,
and that for random states is obtained by MC under canonical
ensemble with 1024 atoms at each layer with 11 layers at
106 K where ideal random mixing at the surface is confirmed
to be achieved. It can be clearly seen that between fcc Pt and
hcp Re surfaces, there are four ground-state surface ordered
structures of (a)–(d). The structure (a) has fcc stacking, while
(b)–(d) have hcp stacking. Therefore, the surface with Pt-rich
composition prefers fcc stacking while that with Re-rich
composition prefers hcp stacking, which also holds for random
states. This tendency has been reasonably found in the Pt-Re
bulk phase diagram where the Pt-rich composition has an
fcc structure while the Re-rich composition has hcp.35 The
mixing energy for random states lies far above the ground-state
lines, indicating the strong ordering tendency at the surface.
The right-hand side of Fig. 3 is our “improved” surface
ground-state diagram including stacking fault effects, i.e.,
including possible stacking sequences at the surface. We can
clearly see that compared with the left-hand side of Fig. 3,
two of four surface-ordered structures of (a) and (b) are no
longer ground states, and (i) and (ii) with mixed stacking are
ground states where their mixing energies are ∼0.01 eV/atom
lower than (a) and (b), respectively. No ground state in
intermediate surface composition has fcc stacking. Moreover,
there is an additional ground state at xRe = 0.9 of (iii), which
also has mixed stacking. For random states, an additional
two mixed stackings have been found that have the lowest
surface mixing energy for some composition ranges: One is
γ with ACACBA · · ·, and another is δ with CABABA · · ·
stacking sequence, where the leftmost capital letter denotes
the stacking sequence for the topmost layer. Note that in
order to quantitatively describe surface phase stability at finite
temperature, free energy calculation including contribution
of configuration entropy and vibrational effects should be
required. For ideally random states we consider, configuration
entropy contribution should be the same for each stacking.
Since again, we neglect vibrational contribution to the total
energy, which can play a significant role at finite temperature,36
ground states in Fig. 3 are the most stable at T = 0 K,
while for random states, there is a possibility that stacking
other than γ or δ can be most stable due to the vibrational
contributions. However, the present results of Fig. 3 certainly
reveal that for the electronic contribution, the stacking fault
significantly affects phase stability in random states to reverse
stable stacking sequences. We summarize the structural details
of the ground-state ordered structures in Table I, including
surface composition, atomic configuration for the top three
layers, interlayer distance between rth and sth layers, drs , and
stacking sequences. It is clear that the topmost layer exhibits
strong Pt segregation for the whole composition xRe, which
is expected from the ECIs in Fig. 2, while at the second
layer, Pt segregation depends on xRe, and the third layer tends
to exhibit Pt depletion. Strong Pt segregation at the topmost
layer as well as Pt depletion at the third layer has also been
found by previous experiments of Pt25Re75 polycrystalline
alloy.37 Pt segregation at the surface has also been predicted for
nanoparticles at Pt75Re25 in fcc configuration and at Pt25Re75
in hcp configuration based on the embedded atom method.38
The interlayer distance between first and second layers, d12,
tends to be larger for the Pt-rich composition in the top
two layers, which would be due mainly to the larger lattice
constant of Pt than that of Re, while this does not hold for
the interlayer distance of d23. The three ground states of
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TABLE I. Atomic configuration, interlayer distance between rth and sth layers, drs (A˚), and stacking sequence for ground-state surface-
ordered structures at the bottom of Fig. 3. Bright circles denote Pt atoms, and dark circles denote Re atoms.
Configuration at  Interlayer distance Stacking
xRe 1 2 3 d12 d23 sequence
(i) 0.15 2.40 2.19 ACACBA
(ii) 0.4 2.37 2.20 ACBCBA
(c) 0.7 2.25 2.13 hcp
(iii) 0.9 2.13 2.26 CACABA
(d) 0.95 2.03 2.32 hcp
(i)–(iii) all have different stacking sequences, indicating that
the stacking sequence for stable surface structures certainly
depends on surface composition. This would be attributed
to the significant coupling contributions between atomic
configuration and stacking, shown in Fig. 2. Another important
point is that random states have two mixed stackings of γ
and δ with the lowest mixing energy while no ground state
has δ stacking [(i) has γ stacking]. These findings certainly
suggest that the consideration of stacking sequences only for
surface ground states is not sufficient to describe surface phase
stability for random states, and “full” consideration of possible
stacking sequences is naturally required. The importance of the
inclusion of stacking fault effects is particularly clear when we
see the surfaces of (iii) and (d): While a difference in atomic
configuration for the two surfaces is found only in the topmost
layer, the stable stacking sequence differs due to the coupling
between configuration and stacking.
It has also become important to assess surface electronic
structures for ground states in order to see the inclusion of
stacking fault effects. At xRe = 0.15 and 0.4, surface structures
of (a), (i), (b), and (ii) have the same layer-confined atomic
























FIG. 4. (Color online) Electronic density of states at the top layer
for Pt d states of surface ground states of (i), (a), (ii), and (b) in Fig. 3.
Fermi energy is set at zero. The d-band center measured from Fermi
energy, 
d, is described together.
configurations at the top two layers (i.e., 100% Pt). Therefore,
we show in Fig. 4 the electronic density of states (DOS) at the
top layer for Pt d states to see the electronic structure in terms
of surface composition and stacking sequences. The center of
gravity of the d band, 
d, is described together. It can be clearly
seen that with the same surface composition, the characteristic
shape of the DOS appears to be similar, and 
d is slightly
different by 0.01–0.02 eV. Meanwhile, the shape and 
d exhibit
a significant difference when surface composition of the top
five layers, x, differs. This indicates that in the Pt-Re alloy, the
stacking sequence is the predominant factor while the surface
composition of underlying layers plays a significant role in
the surface electronic structure. The slight difference in the
surface electronic structure with the same surface composition
is expected to be enhanced for systems with stronger coupling
between stacking and composition or atomic configuration,
which leads to different composition and stacking sequences
in sublayers. In such system, knowing surface ground states,
including stacking fault effects, would accelerate the design of
thermodynamically stable surfaces with desirable electronic
structures.
IV. CONCLUSION
We assessed stacking fault effects on surface phase stability
in alloys based on first-principles calculation with variable-
lattice cluster expansion (VLCE), enabling coupling effects
between atomic configuration and stacking sequence on total
energy to be modeled. As an example, the close-packed
surface of fcc-hcp, Pt-Re alloys, was investigated. Our results
show that there are several stable surface structures with
stacking faults in ground states as well as random states. The
stacking sequence for stable surface structures depends on
surface composition, which is mainly due to the significant
contribution of coupling effects. Our proposed formalism can
successfully confirm the importance of stacking fault effects
on surface phase stability in alloys.
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